
Celebrity Dating: Olivia Munn
Denies  She’s  Dating  Chris
Pratt  &  Shares  Texts  with
Anna Faris

By Jessica Gomez

In celebrity news, Olivia Munn took it all to Instagram. The
37 year old actress took it upon herself to shoot down rumors
that  she  and  Chris  Pratt  are  dating,  and  even  shared  a
screenshot of messages between herself and Pratt’s ex, Anna
Faris, according to People.com. “1. Not every woman is scorned
and upset after a breakup,” Munn wrote on her Instagram story.
“2. Not every woman is ‘furious’ at another woman for dating
her ex. 3. So even if I was dating @prattprattpratt, some
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tabloids got me and @annafaris all wrong,” she continued. “4.
Women respect and love each other a lot more than some people
like to think.” She then went on to make fun of her and
Pratt’s potential celebrity couple names. She then shared a
screenshot of some texts exchanged between her and Faris,
showing that it’s all love between these ladies.

These celebrity dating rumors just
aren’t true. What are some ways to
shoot down untrue rumors about your
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Sometimes rumors go around, and it can really suck. People
handle  untrue  rumors  differently,  and  it  depends  on  the
situation and the type of people involved. Cupid has some
ideas on how to approach false rumors:

1. Be straightforward: Don’t go around the bush. If you want
to shoot down a rumor, being straight up is one of the best
ways to go. Don’t stay quiet and act like things are just
fine. Just like Olivia Munn did publicly, face it head on and
express yourself — shoot it down! Whether you’re being upfront
in person or otherwise, laying things down on the table is the
simplest way to do it sometimes.

Related  Link:  Jenni  ‘JWoww’  Farley  Talks  Snooki  &  Jionni
Divorce Rumors

2. Don’t show frustration: Do not allow others to see how much
the rumors are affecting you because it can lead to the rumors
escalating. Many times people make up rumors out of jealousy,
boredom, attention, revenge, etc. Therefore, it’s not a good
idea to show that they’re actually getting to you. Try to stay
as calm as possible and handle the situation with grace.
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Related  Link:  Celebrity  Couple  Jennifer  Aniston  &  Justin
Theroux Are Still Going Strong Despite Split Rumors

3. Don’t fight fire with fire: Handle things correctly. Don’t
let your emotions get the best of you because you need to
think clearly. Think about what gives this rumor credibility,
and tackle it from there. Find out where the rumor started and
confront the source. Doing these things with a clear mentality
is important because the situation can easily get out of hand
when neither party is thinking straight.

What are some ways you’ve handled untrue rumors decently?
Comment below!

Celebrity  Break-Up:  Aaron
Rodgers  Still  Isn’t  Talking
to  Family  Post-Split  from
Olivia Munn
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By Marissa Donovan

NFL star Aaron Rodgers is continuing his silent treatment with
his  family,  even  after  breaking  up  with  Olivia  Munn.  The
conflict between the family is said to have been caused by
their dislike for Munn. Sources spoke with UsMagazine.com and
shared that his family believed Munn was controlling during
their three years as a celebrity couple. Since the split,
Rodger  has  been  visiting  L.A.  to  hang  out  with  friends.
Hopefully the family can reconnect soon!

This celebrity break-up didn’t help
matters with Aaron Rodgers’ family
relations. What do you do if your
family doesn’t like your partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

We all want are family to love and respect our partner as much
as we do. Here are some tips to fix the bad blood between your
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relationship and your family:

1. Spend more time together: The key to showing the best side
of your partner is to let others see what you appreciate about
them. Make an effort to have a family meal or a game night
together. Your partners charming traits will show during a
round of Scrabble or dinner conversation.

Related Link: Dating Advice: 7 Reasons to Get in Good with
Your Partner’s Family

2. Discuss problems together in private: Get everyone in the
same room and have an open dialogue. This tactic may nerve-
wracking,  but  your  family  and  partner  will  be  able  to
acknowledge each other’s problems and find a resolution.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: 5 Ways Therapy Can Help
Your Relationship

3. Look at the conflict from multiple perspectives: You’ve
heard what your family and partner have to say about each
other. Now let’s take every word into consideration. Is my
partner  controlling?  Is  my  family  too  closed-minded?  If
the rivalry can not be fixed and the relationship is putting a
strain on your family ties, then you should see other people.

Do you know how to keep the peace between your family and
partner? Leave your advice in the comments! 

Celebrity  News:  Olivia  Munn
Dishes  on  New  Holiday
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Traditions  with  Boyfriend
Aaron Rodgers

By Kayla Garritano

Love is in this holiday season! Olivia Munn dished that she
plans to spend as much time as possible with her boyfriend and
NFL Green Bay Packers quarterback, Aaron Rodgers, this holiday
season! According to EOnline.com, the celebrity couple, who
have been together since 2014, is trying to make their own
holiday traditions together this year. “Putting up our tree is
big, we just got a tree last year, so, I’m excited about
decorating the tree and having that up,” she shared.
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In  celebrity  news,  Olivia  is
embracing  the  holidays  with  her
boyfriend!  What  are  some  ways  to
start new holiday traditions with
your significant other?

Cupid’s Advice:

The holidays are a romantic and fun time of the year, one you
want to spend with your partner! If you two are really ready
to join your holiday celebrations and decide on snuggling up
for  the  holidays,  here  are  some  ways  to  start  holiday
traditions  together:

1. Borrow from your families: It’s possible your families had
different traditions when you would celebrate with them. But
now, since you’re bringing your lives together, you could
incorporate a little bit of tradition from each side of the
family. This is a way to make it your own, while keeping some
of the old ways.

Related Link: Aaron Rodgers Gushes Over Celebrity Relationship
with Olivia Munn

2. Talk about what you want: When you didn’t celebrate with
your partner, what did you like doing on Christmas Eve or
Christmas Day? Maybe you like baking cookies or being active,
and your partner likes just relaxing on the couch. Compromise
on your interests to create something enjoyable for the both
of you.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: 10 Holiday Date Ideas For
Long Time Couples

3. Try something new: Traditions have to start somewhere.
Maybe there’s something you’ve always wanted to try, and the
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best time to try it would be with your partner. You may end up
both really liking it and sticking to it every year. Or maybe
you don’t like it, and you move on and try something else.
Start your own tradition and hope it becomes something even
bigger and better.

How  have  you  started  new  holiday  traditions  with  your
significant  other?  Comment  below!

Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Khloe Kardashian, Olivia Munn
and Ciara
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By Shoshi

Want the latest celebrity news and romance gossip? Recently,
these  famous  couples  have  made  headlines  for  their
relationships  and  love,  whether  it  be  Khloe  Kardashian’s
rekindled  celebrity  marriage,  Olivia  Munn’s  soon-to-be
troubled  romance,  or  Ciara’s  new  beau.  Check  out  my
predictions for the three celebrity couples below and find out
what’s next in their love lives!

Celebrity  Gossip  Around  These
Celebrity Couples
Khloe Kardashian and Lamar Odom: I was not surprised that
Kardashian and Odom put their divorce on hold. I called it
before Odom woke up. According to the ladies at the Love
Ranch, Odom didn’t sleep with either one of them. Maybe he was
too  busy  popping  pills?  There’s  so  much  criticism  online
because Kardashian has decided to take him back, especially
since he happened to be in a brothel. But remember, it’s not
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like he slipped out of the house to go to the Love Ranch. They
were in the process of a divorce so he was doing his thing and
she was doing hers. Will this celebrity couple last is the
biggest question circling around them. At this moment, when I
look  at  their  relationship  the  answer  is  yes.  There’s  a
different energy around Khloe and Lamar than when they were
married  the  first  time  around.  Right  now,  it’s  about  two
people  who  love  and  need  each  other,  money  and  celebrity
status aside. I hope that they make it. There is no reason why
they  can’t  have  a  healthy  relationship.  For  it  to  work,
these two will have to keep things private. That includes
keeping Kris Jenner out of their business. This time around I
see that Kardashian is strong enough to tell her mother to
stay out of her business. She knows what her life is like
without Lamar and she would prefer to have him in it.

Related Link: Khloe Kardashian and Lamar Odom Are Throwing Out
Celebrity Divorce Case

Olivia  Munn  and  Aaron  Rodgers:  This  is  an  interesting
relationship, one that looks a bit unbalanced. Rodgers credits
Munn for supporting him and putting some of her goals on hold
for him. Meanwhile Munn credits Rodgers for helping her to be
in  better  shape.  It’s  good  that  they’re  aware  of  their
dynamic. Right now things are okay between these two, but as
time goes on, there will be friction. Rodgers is getting more
out of this relationship than Munn, which will eventually
become a sore point. At the beginning of a relationship is
when you set the stage for the give and take. This will not be
an equal relationship when it comes to career. There is also
something shady about Rodgers that will come to light in the
long run. It looks like he has marriage on his mind as does
Munn. Sometimes a woman gives things up to get a ring, which
is her choice. Hopefully that decision doesn’t eventually cost
her a booming career and a relationship.

Related Link: Aaron Rodgers Gushes Over Celebrity Relationship
with Olivia Munn
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Ciara and Russell Wilson: When Ciara and Wilson were seen
together  there  were  whispers  of  it  not  being  a  real
relationship. It was suggested that the two were only together
for the cameras. Now that it has been more than a few months,
the fans are not happy about Ciara being in the picture. The
Seattle Seahawks haven’t been having the best football season,
which has the fans saying that Ciara is nothing but bad luck.
Sports teams have always been superstitious, which is why most
of them have a psychic on call. While Ciara is probably not
the reason the Seahawks can’t get it together on the field,
she should fall back a bit at the games. She should stay in
the box seats away from the stands and the fans. It might even
be good if she just watches the game at home. Since players
are superstitious when it comes to games, it would be a shame
if Wilson starts believing what people are saying. These two
have similar values and want the same thing in a relationship.
This relationship has a good chance of ending up in marriage
if they continue in the direction they’re going in.

For more information on Shoshi, click here.

What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for
next? Tell us in the comments below!

Aaron  Rodgers  Gushes  Over
Celebrity  Relationship  with
Olivia Munn
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By Abbi Comphel

Aaron Rodgers is very fond of his celebrity love Olivia Munn.
According  to  UsMagazine.com,  Rodgers  recently  told  ESPN
Wisconsin how special Munn is to him. He said, “She’s a huge
encourager and a huge supporter. She’s put some of her own
career goals on hold for me to encourage me in achieving my
own.” This celebrity relationship is really sweet! Munn also
revealed that the feeling is mutual.

Celebrity  relationships  can  be
happy and supportive! What are some
ways  to  support  your  partner’s
passion?

Cupid’s Advice:

Passions can be very important to every single person. So when
you  are  in  a  relationship  it  is  important  that  your
significant other understands how much your passions mean to
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you. Cupid has some advice on how to support your partner’s
passions:

1. Learn more about it: If you want to better support your
partner then you should learn about what they really love.
Spend some time reading about it or looking things up. It will
make your partner so happy.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Couple  Paris  Jackson  and  Chester
Castellaw Look Happier Than Ever

2. Join them: If they invite you to go to an event, then make
sure you go. Just because it is not something you really love,
you can still be by their side to support them. You should
always want to make your partner as happy as they make you.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Sandra  Bullock  Leaves  Spa
Looking Radiant and Happy

3. Talk to them: When you two are spending time together, have
a conversation about both of your passions. Spend time talking
about what you both love. It will make you both feel wanted
and happy.

What do you think are some good ways to support your partner’s
passion? Share below! 

Olivia  Munn  Supports
Boyfriend  Aaron  Rodgers  at
Every Green Bay Packers Home
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Game

By Katie Gray

Go green and gold! Green Bay Packers quarterback Aaron Rodgers
has the support of girlfriend Olivia Munn at every home game.
Relationships and love go hand in hand…or in the football
stand,  in  this  case.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  the
actress explained, “Every home game, I am there. When there’s
an away game, that’s when I leave to do my work.” She went on
to say, “I think I’m a good fan. I’m there, and I’m screaming
a  lot.  I  think  it’s  really  important  to  scream,  and  my
acupuncturist told me energy follows thought. That was a very
Hollywood sentence for you guys.” The Packers played a great
season and were the division champs. On Sunday, Jan. 18, they
sadly lost 22 to 28 against the Seattle Seahawks. We hope this
celebrity couple makes it to next season!
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Relationships  and  love  require  a
solid  foundation,  which  includes
supporting each others’ interests.
What are some ways to support your
partner’s hobbies?

Cupid’s Advice:

Supporting the things your partner loves is important when it
comes to solidifying your relationship. Check out Cupid’s love
advice below:

1. Show interest: When you’re dealing with relationships and
love, it’s really important to show interest in whatever they
like to do. If they’re into sports, pay attention to the games
and scores. It can be as easy as setting up ESPN alerts on
your  phone.  You  don’t  have  to  be  obsessed  with  their
favorite team, but keeping updated on them will make your
significant other happy.

Related Link: Olivia Munn and Joel Kinnaman Call It Quits

2. Take initiative: This piece of love advice isn’t just for
celebrity couples like Munn and Rodgers. To show your partner
that you truly care, it really is all about the little things.
If they are into Mexican food, make them homemade chicken
enchiladas  as  a  surprise.  If  they  are  wine  connoisseurs
or beer lovers, take them to a wine tasting or on a brewery
tour. If they are into horror movies, suggest going to see one
when it comes to theaters. Grab the bull by the horns and let
them know that you pay attention to their likes and dislikes.

Related Link: 3 Ways to Support Your Partner

3. New experiences: Life is all about adventures. If your
partner has a hobby or activity that they enjoy, try it out
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yourself! Whether that means playing tennis or going fishing,
give  it  a  shot.  You  don’t  have  to  be  super  into  these
activities, but actually doing them together will bring you
closer. Plus, you will most likely really enjoy yourself. Feel
free to invite them along with you to your hobbies too!

What are other ways you have shown support of your partner’s
interests? Share your experiences below.

Olivia Munn and Joel Kinnaman
Call It Quits

By Sanetra Richards
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Another couple, another breakup! Olivia Munn and Joel Kinnaman
are now residents of Splitsville. According to UsMagazine.com,
insider sources confirmed the split and said the two parted
ways months ago. “They ended things a few months ago but both
seem fine,” says a source. “A lot had to do with distance.
He’s back filming in Toronto and she’s now in L.A. for good.”
The Killing actor and Newsroom actress have remained friends
through the breakup and are still very much fond of each
other. While promoting the reboot of RoboCop, Kinnaman paid
the Today Show a visit spoke well of Munn: “She’s a hoot,
she’s a lot of fun.” Munn did the same in the May 2014 issue
of Allure, saying, “If there was ever going to be a girl who
would want her man to bring home a RoboCop suit, it would be
me,” the 33-year-old gushed. “Joel is truly fantastic in it.

How do you know when to call it quits on your relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Every so often things take a turn (possibly for the worst) in
the relationship, and you are left asking yourself if you and
your partner should just separate. Although the warning signs
are typically loud and clear, you may be blinded by a few
other things. Cupid has some ways to help you decide when it
is time to call it quits:

1. Tension and arguments: Do not refuse to see the elephant in
the room. If you and your significant other just cannot seem
to come to common ground and are constantly going back and
forth with each other, reevaluate the relationship. Is it
worth the daily headaches? This is a question you must ask
yourself and your partner.

Related: Nikki Reed and Paul McDonald Split After 2 Years of
Marriage

2. Zero growth: You should be able to recognize improvement in
each other and as a couple. Take into mind that you all are in
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it to provide encouragement and support to one another. If the
relationship is stagnant and there is no hope for bettering,
consider parting ways.

Related: Gwyneth Paltrow and Chris Martin Separate

3.  Nonexistent  romance:  The  kind  gestures  and  words  have
vanished and your partner is not as affectionate as he or she
was in the beginning, consider talking to them about it. If
they have no valid reason as to why it disappeared all of a
sudden or a solution to the problem, it may be time to call it
quits.

What are some signs that help to determine when to call it
quits? Share your thoughts below.
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